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Abstract. The National Statistics Bureau of Ecuador carries out monthly polls to monitor the
evolution of an economic indicator called “Consumer Price Index”, which measures the consumer
prices of basic commodities. A set of stores is selected to apply these polls. Further, a set of vehi-
cles transport pollsters from the headquarters of the bureau to the stores to perform this activity.
Moreover, pollsters move between stores using pedestrian paths or using a vehicle to shorten the
travel time. This paper introduces an integer programming model for the integrated task of schedul-
ing visits of pollsters to selected stores, as well as routing the vehicle fleet used to transport them.
Results on the computational complexity of the aforementioned problem, a three-phase algorithm,
and computational experience based on real-world instances are provided.
Keywords: routing and scheduling · integer programming · primal heuristics
1 Introduction
The design of routes for one or several vehicles on a network, satisfying constraints related to the trans-
portation of goods, people, or information, is known as the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP). This research
branch of Combinatorial Optimization has been intensively studied since the late fifties. Seminal works like
[2] made a breakthrough into a vast field of related problems which generalized the well-known Traveling
Salesman Problem. Several reviews and annotated bibliographies have been prepared to give insights of
the various applications and generalizations of this problem [5,7,16].
This paper focuses on a problem that arises from data collection procedures designed at the National
Statistics Bureau of Ecuador (INEC) to compute the national Consumer Price Index. A group of pollsters
and a fleet of vehicles share pedestrian and vehicular routes in order to visit a set of stores scattered
throughout the city of Guayaquil and its outskirts. Each store is visited by a pollster within a time
window, related to opening and closing times, to collect the prices of specific goods needed to calculate
the aforementioned index. Furthermore, pollsters can either walk or be transported by capacity-fixed
vehicles through a workday with morning and afternoon shifts, which are separated by a mandatory
break. Every vehicular route must begin at INEC headquarters dropping and picking up pollsters along
the way, allowing vehicles to be back or wait at each store. Afterwards, each vehicle and pollster must
return to the headquarters. This task must be accomplished in several days. The objective of this problem
aims to reduce the costs associated to hiring pollsters and vehicles as well as the overall daily time spent
by these agents to complete their respective tasks.
The problem proposed above can be considered as a generalization of the General Pickup & Delivery
Problem (GPDP), in which a set of routes is constructed to satisfy several requests. Here, a fleet of
capacitated vehicles is available to operate in routes in order to satisfy clients’ requests at specific pickup
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and delivery locations, without transshipments [15]. Furthermore, clients can be seen as intermediaries
which can also return goods (backhaulings) [4]. This routing problem arises from two well-known problems:
the Pickup & Delivery Problem (PDP) and the Dial-a-Ride Problem (DARP). Extensive surveys on these
two NP–hard problems concerning exact and heuristic approaches are available at [9,10,1,3].
On the other hand, the Share-a-Ride Problem (SARP) and Integrated Dial-a-Ride Problem (IDARP)
are novel variations of the GPDP. The former considers vehicle sharing [13,6] and the latter allows trans-
shipments [11]. Exact and approximate methods for SARP and IDARP are reviewed in [8].
The structure of this paper is given as follows: in Section 2 an IP-based formulation for the Integrated
Vehicle and Pollster Routing Problem is introduced along with the proof of its computational complexity.
Due to the hardness of the problem, Section 3 presents a three-phase heuristic. Afterwards, a real-world
instance together with computational results are described in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, concluding
remarks are reported.
2 An integrated model for routing pollsters and vehicles
2.1 Notation
Let S be the set of days of a planning horizon. For each store and for the sake of modeling simplification,
let C := C− ∪ C+ be the set of stores that have to be visited on some day s ∈ S, within a time window
[T0,i, T1,i] for every i ∈ C. C− = {1, . . . , n} corresponds to the set of nodes associated to each store and
C+ = {n+ 1, . . . , 2n} is a set of copies of the nodes in C−. In this problem, due to technical requirements,
only one depot is considered from which pollsters must depart and arrive in a vehicle. The depot and its
copy are denoted by nodes 0 and 2n+ 1, from which pollsters and vehicles depart and arrive, respectively.
Node-duplication allows to model vehicle arrival, service, waiting, and departure times, separately. The
visits are carried out by a set E of pollsters which are transported by a homogeneous fleet of vehicles K
with positive integer capacity Q. Vehicles and pollsters have a fixed hiring cost of κ1 ≥ 0 and κ2 ≥ 0,
respectively, and they work within a daily time frame [0, Bmax]. Due to labor regulations, pollsters must
take a break of P ≥ 0 minutes starting in the time interval [TP0 , TP1 ] ⊂ [0, Bmax − P ].
Let D := (V,A) be a multi-graph where the node set is V := C ∪ {0, 2n + 1}, and the arc set
A := AS ∪ AW ∪ AV contains three different kinds of arcs. The first group AS :=
{
(i, i+ n) : i ∈ C−
}
is
the set of arcs which connect every store with its duplicate; they are called service arcs. The second group
of arcs AW :=
{
(i, j) : i ∈ C+, j ∈ C−, i 6= j+n
}
, called walking arcs, links every pair of stores. Finally, the
vehicle transportation arc set,AV :=
{
(i, j) : i, j ∈ C, i 6= j, i 6= j+n}∪{(0, i) : i ∈ C}∪{(i, 2n+1) : i ∈ C}
represents potential connections between nodes or depots using vehicles. Moreover, for every arc a ∈ AS ,
the parameter ta > 0 is the time spent by a pollster collecting data at a store; for each arc a ∈ AW , ta > 0
is the pedestrian travel time between stores, and, for a ∈ AV , τa ≥ 0 is the vehicular travel time between
two nodes (τa = 0 only if a ∈ AS).
A vehicular route is a simple path from node 0 to 2n + 1 using exclusively arcs in AV . A pedestrian
route, also called walking path, is a simple path from i ∈ C− to j ∈ C+ consisting of an alternating
sequence of arcs in sets AS and AW . For each pollster, a feasible service route is defined as a simple path
from 0 to 2n + 1 linking pedestrian routes with segments of vehicular routes. Thus, at every node i, a
pollster stays ti,i+n units of time to accomplish a task respecting time windows and maximum daily duty
length. At last, a feasible daily plan consists in different feasible service routes synced according to the
duration of each pedestrian and vehicular route, and any sequence of daily plans forms an aggregated daily
plan.
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The Integrated Vehicle and Pollster Routing Problem (IVPRP) consists in finding an aggregated daily
plan in order to visit every node i ∈ C exactly once using at most |K| vehicles of capacity Q and |E|
pollsters in no more than |S| days. The objective aims to minimize the duration of each daily plan, and the
total cost incurred by hiring pollsters and vehicles to accomplish the aggregated daily plan. The IVPRP
is NP – hard as proved in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The IVPRP is NP – hard.
Proof. The NP – hardness is shown by a polynomial transformation from the Traveling Salesman Problem
(TSP). Let Kn+1 (n ≥ 3) a complete graph with set of nodes {0, 1, . . . , n} with weights c : E(Kn+1)→ R+.
An instance of the IVPRP is constructed as follows: an arbitrary node in V (Kn+1) is chosen as the depot.
Without loss of generality let 0 be such a node. The remaining nodes in V (Kn+1) correspond to every
store of our problem, i.e., C := C−∪C+ with C− = V (Kn+1)\{0} and the multigraph D is constructed as
above. The cost function c in the TSP corresponds to the vehicular travel times τ for arcs (i, j), i, j ∈ C,
i 6= j in AV and 0 otherwise. Pedestrian travel time ta 
∑
a τa and ta = 0 for a ∈ AS. Moreover,
|E| = |K| = |S| = 1, Q = 1, P = 0, Bmax =∞ and all defined time windows are set to [0,∞).
If the TSP has an optimal hamiltonian cycle {0, i, j, k, . . . , 0}, with cost H, then IVPRP has an optimal
solution of the same cost given by the vehicular route of the form {0, i, i+n, j, j+n, k, k+n, . . . , 2n+ 1},
the pedestrian route
⋃
i∈C−(i, i+ n), and both forming an optimal service route which is also the optimal
daily plan. Conversely, suppose that the IVPRP has an optimal solution. Since the pedestrian travel times
are chosen sufficiently large, then the pedestrian arcs in AW are never used in an optimal solution. Thus,
the optimal service route reveals an optimal hamiltonian cycle for the TSP. uunionsq
i i + n
j + n
j
2n + 1
0
i
j0
Fig. 1. Multigraph construction and node-duplication
2.2 Formulation
For the sake of simplicity, the integrated vehicle and pollster routing model (IVPRM ) is stated in the
following blocks.
Variables Three sets of binary variables for arc selection are used in the model. Variable xe,si,j is equal
to one if and only if the arc (i, j) ∈ AS ∪ AW is chosen to be part of some walking path of the pollster
e ∈ E on day s ∈ S. Similarly, yk,si,j = 1 holds whenever arc (i, j) ∈ AV is part of the route of vehicle
k ∈ K on day s ∈ S. Finally, ze,si,j indicates whether pollster e ∈ E is transported by some vehicle over arc
(i, j) ∈ AV on day s ∈ S.
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0
Fig. 2. Multigraph construction for the IVPRP
Pedestrian routes are determined by their beginning and ending points. Thus, binary variable be,si
takes the value of one if and only if the store i ∈ C− is the beginning of a pedestrian route for pollster
e ∈ E on day s ∈ S; in this case, the node i is called a delivery node. Likewise, variable fe,si is equal to
one whenever the store i ∈ C+ is the end of a walking path for pollster e ∈ E on day s ∈ S; in the same
way, node i is called a pick up node. The break variable we,si equals to one if and only if pollster e ∈ E
takes a lunch break after visiting the store i ∈ C− on day s.
As a way of measuring the duration of service routes, the arrival and departure times of a pollster
must be considered. Therefore, let Bi ∈ R+ be the arrival (resp. departure) time of any pollster at a store
i ∈ C− (resp. i ∈ C+) on the day scheduled for its visit. Similarly, Bs2n+1 ∈ R+ denotes the arrival time
for the last vehicle to the depot on day s ∈ S.
For the sake of simplicity, j+ and j− correspond to indices in C+ and C−, respectively. In the same
context, the sets in which indices run are not written for every sumation, understanding that each index
is taken in the appropriate set where the variable is defined.
Objective function The objective function consists of minimizing the arrival time of the last vehicle on
each day in the time horizon and the total vehicle and pollster hiring costs. Then, for fixed parameters
λ1, λ2 > 0, the following function is optimized
min λ1
∑
s
Bs2n+1 + λ2
∑
s,k,i
κ1 y
k,s
0,i +
∑
s,e,j
κ2z
e,s
0,j
 .
Pollster routing The following set of constraints describe routes for each pollster e ∈ E within each
day s ∈ S in the time horizon.
∑
s,e
xe,si,i+n = 1 ∀i ∈ C−, (1a)
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∑
j+
xe,sj,i − xe,si,i+n = −be,si ∀i ∈ C−, e ∈ E, s ∈ S, (1b)
xe,si−n,i −
∑
j−
xe,si,j = f
e,s
i ∀i ∈ C+, e ∈ E, s ∈ S, (1c)
∑
j
ze,sj,i ≤ 1− xe,si,i+n + be,si ∀i ∈ C−, e ∈ E, s ∈ S, (1d)
∑
j
ze,si,j ≤ 1− xe,si−n,i + fe,si ∀i ∈ C+, e ∈ E, s ∈ S, (1e)
∑
j
ze,sj,i −
∑
j
ze,si,j = b
e,s
i ∀i ∈ C−, e ∈ E, s ∈ S, (1f)
∑
j
ze,sj,i −
∑
j
ze,si,j = −fe,si ∀i ∈ C+, e ∈ E, s ∈ S, (1g)
∑
i
ze,s0,i ≤ 1 ∀e ∈ E, s ∈ S. (1h)
Constraints (1a) ensure that each store i ∈ C− is visited exactly once by a pollster on a given day.
Constraints (1b) and (1c) identify the edges of walking paths, i.e., if be,si = 1 (resp. f
e,s
i = 1), then
a walking path must begin (resp. end) at node i ∈ C− (resp. C+). Moreover, constraints (1d) – (1g)
guarantee that if a node i is the beginning or the end of a walking path, then exactly one vehicle must
p´ıck up or deliver exactly one pollster on that node. Finally, constraints (1h) enforce that each pollster
leaves the depot at most once every day.
Vehicle routing The following constraints characterize vehicular routes for pollster transportation.∑
j,k
yk,si,j =
∑
e
be,si ∀i ∈ C−, ∀s ∈ S, (2a)
∑
j,k
yk,si,j =
∑
e
fe,si ∀i ∈ C+, ∀s ∈ S, (2b)
∑
i
yk,si,j −
∑
i
yk,sj,i = 0 ∀j ∈ C, k ∈ K, s ∈ S, (2c)∑
j
yk,s0,j −
∑
j
yk,sj,2n+1 = 0 ∀k ∈ K, s ∈ S, (2d)
∑
i
yk,s0,i ≤ 1 ∀k ∈ K, s ∈ S, (2e)∑
e
ze,si,j ≤ Q
∑
k
yk,si,j ∀(i, j) ∈ A, s ∈ S. (2f)
Constraints (2a) and (2b) ensure that vehicles arrive only to pick up nodes and depart just from delivery
nodes. (2c) and (2d) are flow conservation constraints. Furthermore, (2e) determine that each vehicle
leaves the depot at most once every day. Finally, (2f) establishes the linkage between pollster and vehicular
routes.
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Time-windows and shift-length The set of constraints below are introduced in order to describe time
bounds for the duration of a pollster shift and time windows for visiting each store.
Bi+n ≥ Bi + ti,i+n + P
∑
e,s
we,si ∀i ∈ C−, (3a)
Bj ≥ Bi + ti,j −M
(
1−
∑
e,s
xe,si,j
)
∀i ∈ C+, j ∈ C−, (3b)
Bj ≥ Bi + τi,j −M
(
1−
∑
k,s
yk,si,j
)
∀i ∈ C+, j ∈ C−, (3c)
Bi ≥ τ0,i −M
(
1−
∑
s,k
yk,s0,i
)
∀i ∈ C, (3d)
Bs2n+1 ≥ Bi + τi,2n+1 −M
(
1−
∑
k
yk,si,2n+1
)
∀i ∈ C, s ∈ S, (3e)
T0,i ≤ Bi ≤ T1,i ∀i ∈ C−, (3f)
Bs2n+1 ≤ Bmax ∀s ∈ S. (3g)
Constraints (3a) require that the departure time from a store i to be at least as large as the arrival
time plus the service time and, eventually, the time needed in case a pause is taken at that store. Observe
that the sum in the right-most term in these constraints equals one if a pause is taken at node i and zero
otherwise. Constraints (3b) and (3c) ensure that the arrival time at a store, within a route, must include
the pedestrian or vehicular travel time from the previous visited store, respectively. If node i comes right
after the depot in any route, then constraints (3d) provides a lower bound on the arrival time of vehicles
and pollsters. Constraints (3e) link variables Bi and B
s
2n+1 in order to determine the latest arrival time
of any vehicle to the depot for each day s. Finally, constraints (3f) represent time windows for the arrival
time at each store, and (3g) impose an upper bound on the daily working time.
Pollster breaks The subsequent constraints ensure that each pollster on duty must take a break within
a time frame on a given day.
TP0
∑
e,s
we,si ≤ Bi + ti,i+n ≤ TP1 +M
(
1−
∑
e,s
we,si
)
∀i ∈ C−, (4a)
we,si ≤ xe,si,i+n ∀i ∈ C−, e ∈ E, s ∈ S, (4b)∑
i
we,si =
∑
j
ze,s0,j ∀e ∈ E, s ∈ S. (4c)
Constraints (4a) establish that if a break is taken by a pollster at node i, then it must occur within
the time interval [TP0 , T
P
1 ]. Constraints (4b) guarantee that a pollster takes a break only at visited stores,
and constraints (4c) enforce that each pollster on duty takes a break once per day.
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2.3 Symmetry breaking inequalities
In any feasible daily plan, there is a fixed vehicle which serves a vehicular route, yet the route can be
served by any other vehicle in K, yielding the same objective value. In the same manner, the workload of
any pair of pollsters in E can be permuted throughout a daily plan. Moreover, the same happens with the
set of days S in relation with the feasible daily plans. Then, a set of equivalent solutions might appear by
relabeling assigned vehicles and pollsters. The following set of constraints try to avoid these symmetries.
∑
i
z0,00,i = 1, (5a)∑
i
ze,s0,i ≤
∑
i
ze−1,s0,i , ∀e > 0, s ∈ S, (5b)∑
i
ze,s0,i ≤
∑
i
ze,s−10,i , ∀e ∈ E, s > 0, (5c)∑
i
y0,00,i = 1, (5d)∑
i
yk,s0,i ≤
∑
i
yk−1,s0,i , ∀k > 0, s ∈ S, (5e)∑
i
yk,s0,i ≤
∑
i
yk,s−10,i , ∀k ∈ K, s > 0, (5f)∑
e
be,si ≤ 1−
∑
e
be,s−1i , ∀i ∈ C−, s > 0, (5g)∑
e
fe,si ≤ 1−
∑
e
fe,s−1i , ∀i ∈ C+, s > 0, (5h)∑
e,j+
xe,sj,i ≤ 1−
∑
e
be,s−1i , ∀i ∈ C−, s > 0, (5i)
∑
e,j−
xe,si,j ≤ 1−
∑
e
fe,s−1i , ∀i ∈ C+, s > 0, (5j)
∑
i
be,si ≤ |C−| −
s−1∑
r=0
∑
i
be−1,ri , ∀e > 0, s > 0, (5k)
∑
i
fe,si ≤ |C+| −
s−1∑
r=0
∑
i
fe−1,ri , ∀e > 0, s > 0. (5l)
Constraints (5a) – (5c) ensure an ordered assignment of pollsters starting with the one labeled as 0 for
each day s ∈ S. Similarly, constraints (5d) – (5f) guarantee an ordered assignment for vehicles. Constraints
(5g) – (5j) define daily relationships between served stores in two consecutive days, i.e., if node i is visited
at day s − 1, then the related variables to this node at day s are bounded to zero. At last, (5k) – (5l)
impose an upper bound on the number of stores that were not visited in the previous days.
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2.4 An illustrated example
In order to explain the solution approach of the IVPRP , a small instance is presented in Figure 2.4 with
the following parameters: 4 stores, 2 pollsters, 2 vehicles with capacity 2; the break is fixed to 1 minute
within a time frame of [20, 30]; the time horizon is set to 30 minutes, λ1 ∈ (0, 1) and λ2 = 1 − λ1, the
cost of hiring a vehicle and a pollster is $100 and $80, respectively. The vehicular and pedestrian travel
times alongside the time windows for stores are shown in Table 1. The diagonal of the pollster travel time
matrix corresponds to the service times. Observe that this table does not contain information related to
nodes in the set {5, 6, 7, 8, 9} which are the duplicated nodes explained in the multigraph construction.
37
0 9
84
5
6 1
19
1
11
1
1 17
62
Fig. 3. Multigraph and optimal solution for an IVPRP instance
Table 1. Time parameters
Vehicle Pollster Time window
0 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Store 0 – 1 4 6 2 – – – – [0, 30]
1 2 – 1 2 10 1 2 3 14 [1, 2]
2 1 1 – 4 15 2 17 8 20 [2, 25]
3 7 2 5 – 9 3 8 1 15 [5, 8]
4 1 15 11 9 – 15 20 15 1 [15, 30]
As portrayed in Figure 2.4, the optimal solution for this small instance consists of two vehicular routes:
0 → 1 → 2 → 6 → 9 (continuous lines) and 0 → 7 → 4 → 8 → 9 (dashed lines); three pedestrian routes:
1→ 5→ 3→ 7 and 4→ 8 for pollster 1, and 2→ 6 for pollster 2. Synced pedestrian and vehicular routes
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conform feasible service routes corresponding to the optimal daily plan. Breaks are represented by dashed
nodes 2 and 4 for pollster 1 and 2, respectively. The optimal value, for this particular case, is equal to
λ122+λ2360, for all λ1 ∈ (0, 1), i.e., the optimal solution is accomplished in 22 minutes using two vehicles
and two pollsters at a total cost of $360.
3 A solution approach for a real-world instance
3.1 Three-phases
Given that the IVPRP is NP – hard, finding an optimal solution for real instances with a big number of
nodes is not guaranteed. Thus, a heuristical procedure is proposed in this subsection. The method consists
of three phases which are solved consecutively. In the first phase, the set of nodes is partitioned into an
even number of balanced subsets where each partition is associated to a part-time daily plan, whether
in the morning or in the afternoon, without breaks. The second phase takes each partition as an input
to solve a reduced version of the Integrated Model for Routing Pollsters and Vehicles (R-IVPRM ). The
last phase links adequately the solutions found for each partition to obtain feasible daily plans. Feasible
daily plans are constructed according to Algorithm 1. A similar approach which uses graph-partitioning
techniques to solve a Pickup & Delivery Problem with time windows is reported in [14].
Algorithm 1 Constructing daily plans
1: Input: an instance of IVPRM , Tmax, Nmax, an even number k > 0.
2: Output: a feasible solution of IVPRM .
3: Initialization: k = k; f = false.
4: while f = false do
5: Perform Nmax iterations of the partitioning procedure to find a k-way partition of V (G).
6: for i = 1 to k do
7: Find the best feasible solution of R-IVPRM induced by subset i, in time Tmax.
8: if subset i is infeasible then
9: f = false
10: break
11: else
12: f = true
13: end if
14: end for
15: if f = false and k + 2 ≤ 2|S| then
16: k = k + 2
17: else
18: break
19: end if
20: end while
21: if f = true then
22: Perform the linking procedure.
23: end if
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Partitioning In order to separate the node set into smaller-size subsets, the following problem is solved:
let G = (C−, E) be an undirected complete graph with costs on the edges, which coincide with the
pedestrian travel times between each pair of stores, weights on nodes t : C− −→ R+, which represents
the service time at each store, and a fixed integer number k ≥ 2. A k-partition of G is a collection of
k subgraphs (C1, E(C1)), . . . , (Ck, E(Ck)) of G, where Ci 6= ∅ for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, Ci ∩ Cj = ∅ for all
i 6= j, ⋃ki=1 Ci = C−, and E(Ci) is the set of edges with end nodes in Ci. Moreover, let WL,WU ∈ R+,
WL ≤ WU , be the lower and upper bounds, respectively, for the total service time of each clique. The
total service time of a clique is the total sum of the service time of each node in the clique. Then, the
problem consists of finding a k-way partition such that WL ≤
∑
j∈Ci tj ≤ WU , for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and
the total edge cost over all cliques is minimized. In order to solve this partitioning problem, the solution
approach proposed in [12] is used, where the size constraints are relaxed.
Routing pollsters and vehicles For any partition obtained in the previous phase, a reduced version of
IVPRM is solved to find feasible vehicular and pedestrian routes. The reduced version R-IVPRM consists
of the original model setting |S| = 1, P = 0, and removing constraints (4a) – (4c). Additionally, simplified
versions of the symmetry breaking inequalities, which do not consider consecutive days, are included;
namely (5a), (5b), (5d), and (5e).
A solution of the relaxed LP of IVPRM is used to compute lower bounds on the optimal objective
value, and it should be as high as possible. As a way to improve these lower bounds, some valid inequalities
are derived below.
Remark 1. The following expressions are valid inequalities for R-IVPRM :
1
|E|
∑
i∈C−
(Bi+n −Bi) ≤ B2n+1, (6a)
Bi ≤ Bi+n, ∀i ∈ C− (6b)
Bi ≤ B2n+1, ∀i ∈ C (6c)
Inequality (6a) is valid since the latest arrival time to the depot is greater than the minimum service time
needed to collect all data with the maximum number of pollsters, i.e. ,
∑
i∈C− ti,i+n/|E| ≤ B2n+1. On the
other hand, the total time spent at each store is greater or equal than the total time required to collect
data, i.e. ,
∑
i∈C− ti,i+n ≤
∑
i∈C−(Bi+n−Bi). Despite the fact that constraints (3b)–(3e) imply (6b) and
(6c), they are not necessarily true when subcycles appear in fractional solutions of the linear relaxation.
Hence, as in a feasible solution it is only possible to visit node i+ n after visiting i, and 2n+ 1 is the last
visited node, then (6b) and (6c) hold. Observe that the number of these valid inequalities is polynomial
in the number of nodes, in opposite to the exponentially-many subtour elimination constraints.
Linking partitions As every partition corresponds to a part-time daily plan, the purpose of this plase
is to match two of these subsets in a full-time feasible daily plan. Thus, considering that each part-time
daily plan may contain a different number of active vehicles and pollsters, one can assume that any of
them which is not needed for the afternoon shift can stay at the depot, otherwise, if the workforce is
not enough to fulfill the shift, then some vehicles or pollsters are allowed to join the workforce. To avoid
inconsistencies, breaks are assigned at the depot between each shift as each day can be splitted into two
shifts by setting a new time frame upper bound B˜max = (Bmax − P )/2. Hence, let K = (V,E) be a
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complete graph, where each node in V = {1, . . . , k} is associated to each feasible solution of R-IVPRM
for any subset obtained during the Partitioning procedure. A cost for each edge {i, j} ∈ E is defined as
the sum of the arrival times for the last vehicle at partitions i and j. This takes into account the first
term of the objective function of IVPRM . At last, finding a minimum cost matching in K determines a
feasible daily plan.
4 Computational experiments
The MIP formulations of the IVPRM and the R-IVPRM have been implemented in Gurobi 8.1 using
the Python Programming Language. The tests were performed on a MacBook Pro Mid-2012 with Core
i7 (2.3GHz) and 16GB of memory.
4.1 A real-world instance
The case study proposed by INEC is focused in the city of Guayaquil. As the main commercial port of
the country, its relevancy in terms of the economical and population development makes this 2 644 891
inhabitants city an ideal spot for collecting data in order to monitor the Consumer Price Index. Hence,
INEC deploys a group of at most 5 pollsters and 3 vehicles in a monthly basis to collect data from 820
stores in Guayaquil and its outskirts, see Figure 4.1. Currently, the planning is done empirically using all
the available resources and completed in 17 days. The objective of the operational managers at INEC was
to reduce the costs associated to the number of vehicles and pollsters within a time horizon of at most 15
days. Furthermore, on each day the workforce must finish its duties in at most 7 hours with an included
break of 40 minutes. Accordingly, n = 820, S = {0, . . . , 14}, E = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, K = {0, 1, 2}, Bmax = 420
min, and P = 40 min.
The travel time between each pair of stores was computed using the shortest path in the road and
walking networks provided by a geographic information system (GIS). In the walking network the average
walking velocity of pollsters is fixed to 5 km/h whereas the average vehicle displacement velocity in the
city and on its outskirts is fixed to 30 km/h and 40 km/h, respectively. Service times and time windows
for each store were measured and provided by INEC.
4.2 Results and solution visualization
In a first attempt to solve the IP implementation of IVPRM, for a small number of nodes in the graph
(n = 10), no feasible solution was found even by using a HPC server. This fact motivated the construction
and application of the three-phase solution approach captured by Algorithm 1. The following tables
describe the behavior of the latter algorithm using a real-world instance. It is important to remark that
a lower bound for the number of partitions considered is the ratio between the total service time and the
total working time of the available pollsters per day (k = 10).
Table 2 contains general information about partitions of the set of vertices of the graph for several
values of k, which is the number of subsets in each partition. For each k and Nmax = 5000, the minimum
number of vertices nmin, the maximum number of vertices nmax, and the minimum and maximum service
times over all subsets in the partition are reported. The last column reports the number of subsets in the
partition for which a feasible solution was found by the solver Gurobi in at most Tmax = 60 min. Observe
that for k ∈ {10, 12, . . . , 28}, Algorithm 1 can not construct a feasible daily plan since there are not as
many solutions as subsets per partition.
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Fig. 4. Map of Guayaquil displaying the stores to be visited.
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Table 2. Statistics of the partitions obtained with Algorithm 1
# Subsets
nmin nmax
Minimum Maximum # Feasible
k service time service time solutions
10 56 100 538.7 570.6 0
12 36 97 446.5 478.1 0
14 16 79 380.7 412.1 0
16 35 65 330.9 362.6 0
18 14 68 292.8 324.0 0
20 11 60 261.6 293.2 1
22 10 57 236.2 268.1 3
24 11 54 215.2 247.0 7
26 10 52 197.5 229.1 6
28 7 43 134.9 214.1 16
30 7 43 153.7 216.4 30
In despite of the fact that the maximum available number of pollsters and vehicles at INEC are |E| = 5
and |K| = 3, the Algorithm 1 always reported that two pollsters and one vehicle are enough to construct
every half-shift of a feasible daily plan. Therefore, Table 3 reports the time of the last vehicular arrival at
the depot for each subset of the reported partition with k = 30. For instance, the solution for subset 24
requires 1 vehicle and 2 pollsters in order to satisfy the workload in at most 2 hours.
Table 3. Solutions for a 30–way partition
Subsets 0 — 9 Subsets 10 — 19 Subsets 20 — 29
B2n+1 B2n+1 B2n+1
0 1 h 36 min 10 2 h 28 min 20 3 h 03 min
1 1 h 55 min 11 2 h 14 min 21 2 h 01 min
2 2 h 02 min 12 1 h 39 min 22 1 h 43 min
3 1 h 55 min 13 2 h 19 min 23 1 h 45 min
4 2 h 08 min 14 1 h 55 min 24 2 h 00 min
5 1 h 57 min 15 3 h 30 min 25 2 h 08 min
6 2 h 18 min 16 2 h 42 min 26 2 h 18 min
7 1 h 50 min 17 2 h 14 min 27 2 h 19 min
8 2 h 49 min 18 2 h 16 min 28 1 h 47 min
9 3 h 03 min 19 2 h 04 min 29 1 h 54 min
The results of the linking partition step are reported in Table 4. A pair of subsets are assigned to each
day s ∈ {0, . . . , 14}, which correspond to a morning and afternoon shift needed to accomplish the workload.
For example, day 11 synces subsets 27 and 1 for a total daily working time of 4 h 53 min including a 40
min break between shifts. The first subset of stores is polled in the morning and consequently the second
is visited in the afternoon. As it can be seen in Table 3, each daily plan is accomplished with 2 pollsters
13
and 1 vehicle, concluding the workload in a time horizon of 15 days. The latter result contrasts with the
empirical solution provided by INEC in which 5 pollsters and 3 vehicles were required in a time horizon
of 17 days. As the daily income of each pollster is $40, and the daily cost of hiring and using a vehicle is
$100, the empirical solution currently used by INEC represents approximately a cost 3 times higher than
the cost of the solution found with Algorithm 1.
Table 4. Daily plan results of Algorithm 1
Daily plans 0 — 7 Daily plans 8 — 14
s
Synced Working
s
Synced Working
subsets time subsets time
0 15→ 0 5 h 45 min 8 20→ 12 5 h 22 min
1 9→ 22 5 h 26 min 9 8→ 23 5 h 14 min
2 16→ 28 5 h 10 min 10 10→ 7 4 h 59 min
3 13→ 29 4 h 53 min 11 27→ 1 4 h 53 min
4 6→ 14 4 h 54 min 12 26→ 3 4 h 53 min
5 18→ 5 4 h 53 min 13 11→ 24 4 h 55 min
6 17→ 21 4 h 56 min 14 4→ 2 4 h 51 min
7 25→ 19 4 h 52 min Average: 5 h 03 min
Finally, the resulting real aggregated daily plan presented above is depicted in Figure 4.2. On the left
upper corner, the afternoon shift of the eighth working day, namely subset 12, is zoomed in. There, the
stores that are visited by the first and second pollster are represented by circles and squares, respectively.
Each store is labeled with a number between 1 and 820. Continuous and dashed lines represent routes;
the former for pedestrians and the latter for vehicles.
5 Conclusions
The Integrated Vehicle and Pollster Routing Problem (IVPRP), focused on the transportation of pollsters
with pedestrian and vehicular routes, has been introduced in this paper. It generalizes of the Pick-up and
Delivery Problem combining well-known problems such as the Share-a-Ride, the Integrated Dial-a-Ride,
and the periodic VRP with time windows and backhaulings. The complexity of the IVPRP problem has
been shown to be NP – hard by reduction from the Traveling Salesman Problem.
A mixed integer formulation is proposed for this problem, and it is tested using real-world data. Due
to the hardness of the problem, a three-phase heuristic method was devised: the set of stores to be visited
is partitioned at the first stage, then pollsters and vehicles are routed on each subset, and finally pairs of
subsets are linked as half-shifts of an aggregated daily plan.
The algorithm has been tested with a real-world instance at Guayaquil, the second most important
city of Ecuador. The data was provided by INEC with information related to 820 stores to be visited
monthly. The heuristically-found solution improved the one designed by INEC reducing approximately
three times the operational costs, since half of the available workforce and fleet are required. Moreover, the
resulting aggregated daily plan takes two days less than the former empirical solution. In despite of the
computational intractability of this problem, the previous results can be improved by working on tighter
formulations and exact algorithms which is a interesting topic for future research.
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Fig. 5. Map of Guayaquil displaying the partition subsets, stores, and routes.
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